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ញត�ិេស�ើសុំដំេ��ះ���យេលើប�����ទិ��ពចំនួន១១ចំនុច 

េដើម�ីរួម�����រ��រសិទ�ិមូល���ន និងទីផ�រ��រ��ររបស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត 
 

ក��ងឱ��សអបអរទិ��ពលកម�អន�រ��តិខួបេលើកទី១៣៣េនះ េយើងខ��ំ��កម�ករនិេ��ជិត សហគមន៍ ស��គម    
សហជីពនិងអង���រសង�មសីុវ�លែដលកំពុងបំេពញ��រ��រេដើម�ីចូលរួមេលើកកម�ស់សិទ�ិមនុស� និង សិទ�ិ��រ��ររបស់កម�ករ   
និេ��ជិត និង ��ពលរដ�េ��ក��ង�ពះ������ច�កកម���� សូមេស�ើដល់��ជ រ���ភិ��លកម���� ��ពិេសស �កសួងកិច���រ��រ�      
�កសួង��រ��រ និងបណ��ះបណ�ាលវ����ជីវៈ �កសួងសុ��ភិ��ល �កសួងម��ៃផ� �កសួងយុត�ិធម៌ �កសួង��របរេទសនិង      
សហ�បតិបត�ិ��រអន�រ��តិ គណៈកម���រទប់���ត់��រជួញដូរមនុស� �កសួងេរៀបចំែដនដីនគរូបនីយកម�និងសំណង់   
ទីស�ី��រគណៈរដ�ម�ន�ី  និង�កុមអ�កធុរៈកិច�ប���ទិញ សូមបន�ខិតខំ�បឹងែ�បងបែន�មេទៀតក��ង��រេឆ�ើយតបចំេ��ះត�មូវ   
��រ��ំ��ច់ និងប���ន់ របស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិតេដើម�ីលុបបំ��ត់អំេពើហិង���ល់ទ�មង់ែផ�កេលើេយនឌ័រ ��រេកងចំេណញផ��វេភទ  
��រេកង�បវ័��ពលកម� និង��ស��ពសម័យទំេនើបេ����ម�គឹះ���នសហ���ស និង សេ�មច ��ន នូវ េ��លនេ����យ និង    
ែផន��រយុទ� ���ស���តិក��ង��រ��ត់បន�យវ�សម��ព េយនឌ័រនិង��ព�កី�កេ��កម����។ 

��ងេ���ម��ត�មូវ��រ និង សំណ�មពរ ចំនួន១១ (ដប់មួយ) ែដលេយើងខ��ំេស�ើសំុដំេ��ះ���យ����ទិ��ព៖ 

ត�មូវ��រទី១៖ ជ�មុញឲ���ន��របេង�ើត��រក���នេ����ម�គឹះ���ន��រ��រ និងមេត�យ�សហគមន៍ េ���គប់ឃំុស���ត់ 
ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 

❖ េ��ក��ងរយៈេពល�ប��ណ១៥���ំចុងេ���យេនះ ��ជរ���ភិ��ល��នយកចិត�ទុក��ក់ក��ង��របេង�ើនលទ���ព គុណ��ព   
និង����តៃម�សមរម�េដើម�ីបេង�ើតឲ���នមជ�មណ�ល��រក���នេ����មេ��ងច�កសហ���ស។ ��ក់ែស�ង�����  
១៨៦ៃនច�ប់ ��រ��រ ��នត�មូវឱ� និេ��ជក ែដលជួលកម�ករ �ស�ី��ប់ ពី ១០០��ក់ េឡើង បេង�ើត��រក���ន។ បែន�មេនះ    
េ�����ំ២០១០��ជរ���ភិ��ល��នបេង�ើតេ��លនេ����យ��តិស�ីពី��រែថ��ំនិងអភិវឌ�ន៍កុ��រ និង��របេង�ើតែផន��រ  
សកម���ព��តិស�ីពី��រែថ��ំនិងអភិវឌ�ន៍កុ��រ���ំ២០១៤ -២០១៨ និង���ំ២០១៩- ២០២៣។ បុ៉ែន�កន�ងមកេនះ     
��រអនុវត�ច�ប់និងេ��លនេ����យ��ំងេ��ះេ����នក�មិតេ��េឡើយ េ��យ��រេយើងខ��ំសេង�តេឃើញ���គឹះ���ន   
សហ���ស��គេ�ចើនេ��មិន��ន់��នបេង�ើត��រក���នេ��េឡើយេទ។ ម�៉ងេទៀតមណ�ល��រក���នមួយចំនួនែដល  
បេង�ើតេឡើងក៏���ន��រ�តួតពិនិត�បទ���នស�ង់��រ និង��រជ�មុញទឹកចិត�និងស���រៈស���ប់កុ��រ�គប់���ន់ែដល��  
េហតុេធ�ើឲ��កុមកម�ករនិេ��ជិត���នទំនុកចិត�ក��ង��រយក��រកនិងកុ��រតូចៗេ����ក់េ��ទីេ��ះ។ 

❖ េស��ែថ��ំកុ��រេ����មមណ�ល��រក���នឯកជន��នតៃម�ខ�ស់ ែដលមិនសម�សប��មួយនិង��������ក់ចំណ�ល  
�ប��ំែខរបស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត។ េ��ង��មរ��យ��រណ៍���វ���វេ��េដើម���ំ២០១៩េនះ កៃ�មេស��េ����ម   
មណ�ល��រក���នឯកជនគិត��មធ�មគឺ២៥០(ពីររយ��សិប)ដុ���ក��ងមួយែខ េ��យមិន��ន់គិតប���ល ៃថ�����រ   
សេម��កបំ��ក់ ឬ���ក់បែន�មេផ�ងៗេ��ះេទ។ ���ស័យេហតុេនះ�ស�ី��កម�ករនិេ��ជិត��មេ��ងច�ក សហ���ស ឬ    
�ស�ី�បកបរបរេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�ែដល��នក�មិតជិីវ��ពមធ�មឬេ���មមធ�មេ��ះ ���នលទ���ពយកកូនតូចៗេ��  
��ក់េ��មណ�ល��រក���នឯកជនេទ។   

❖ េ��យ��រែតត�មូវ��រែផ�កជីវ��ព �ស�ី��ប់��នអ�ក��ន��ប់េផ�ើមេចញមករក��រ��រ��កម�ករនិេ��ជិតេ����ម  
េ��ងច�កសហ���សឬលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វ េហើយពួកេគជួបនូវប���លំ��ក�៉�ង���ំងេ��យ��រែតគំ��បែផ�កវប�ធម៌  
�បៃពណីរបស់សង�មែខ�រែដលកំណត់��ក់បន��កឲ��ស�ីបំេពញ��រៈកិច�េមើលែថ��ំកូនតូចៗនិង ឪពុក���យ��ស់ៗ��ំង  
�សុង។ កម�ករចំ��ក�សុក���ស�ី��គេ�ចើន�តូវបង�ំចិត�យកកូនតូចេ��េផ�ើ��មួយឪពុក���យ��ស់ៗេ��ឯ�សុក  
កំេណើត ឬ�តូវសេ�មចចិត�ឈប់ស���កពី��រ��រេដើម�ីេ��ផ�ះេមើលែថកូន េហើយ�ស�ីអ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វមួយចំនួន   
�តូវបង�ំចិត���ក់កូន��មរេទះរុញ ឬ កេណ��តកូនបេណ�ើរេធ�ើ��របេណ�ើរ។ ជេ�មើស��ំងេនះសុទ�ែត��ជេ�មើសមិនល�    
ែដលេធ�ើឱ�ប៉ះ��ល់ដល់សុវត�ិ��ព សុខ��ព និង��រលូត��ស់របស់កុ��រ �ពម��ំងសុខ��ពផ��ុវចិត�របស់�ស�ី��    
���យ។ បែន�មេលើេនះេធ�ើ�ស�ី��ត់បង់ឪ��សក��ង��រអភិវឌ�ន៍ ែផ�កវ����ជីវៈ និងឬ���ក់ចំណ�ល។ 
 

ត�មូវ��រទី២៖ ជ�មុញឲ���ន��របេង�ើត មជ�មណ�ល ផ�ល់ េស���គប់�បេភទេ�� ហ�ឹងកែន�ង ែតមួយស���ប់�ស�ីរងេ���ះ 
អំេពើហិង�បង�េឡើងេ��យៃដគូស�ិត���ល រួម��ន��រ�បឹក�ផ��វចិត� ��រ��ំ��រផ��វច�ប់ ��រព���លសុខ��ព  
��ង��យ ��រផ�ល់ជ�មកសុវត�ិ��ព និង��រ��រ��រសន�ិសុខសុវត�ិ��ពដល់�ស�ីរងេ���ះនិងកូនៗ 
 �បព័ន���យ��រ ណ៍��ម ទូរស័ព�និងបេង�ើតមណ�លអប់រ�និង���រនីតិសម���ដល់ជនបង�អំេពើហិង�។ 



ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ �����ៃន�ស�ីនិងកុ��រ�ែដល�បឈមនិងរងេ���ះេ��យ��រអំេពើហិង�គឺស�ិតក��ងក�មិតែដលគួរឲ��ពួយ��រម�ណ៍�៉�ង 

���ំង��ពិេសសប���សុខ��ព សុវត�ិ��ពផ��វ��យផ��វចិត� និង���រតីរបស់�ស�ីនិងកុ��រ�។ េ��ង��មរ��យ��រណ៍    
���វ���វស�ីអំពីបទពិេ��ធន៍និងសុខ��ព�ស�ីែដលេចញផ�យ��លពី���ំ២០១៤ ៉�ស�ីនិងកុ��រ����ក់ក��ងចំេ��ម�ស�ី  
និងកុ��រ����ំ��ក់ែដល��ន��យុ��ប់ពី១៤ដល់៦៤���ំ ���ប់ឬកំពុងរងេ���ះអំេពើហិង�មួយឬេ�ចើន�បេភទពីៃដគូ  
ស�ិទ���ល�៉�ងេ��ច��ស់ម�ងក��ងជីវ�តរបស់��ត់គិត�តឹមកំឡ�ងេពលៃន��រសិក�េ��ះ ៉ ។ េបើេ��ង��មទិន�ន័យ   
ែដល��ជរ���ភិ��ល��ន��ក់ប���លេ��ក��ងរ��យ��រណ៍សីុដរែដលប���នេ��គណៈកម���រ�តួតពិនិត� ��រអនុវត�ន៍  
អនុស���សីុដរគិតមក�តឹមេដើម���ំ២០១៩េនះកម������នមជ�មណ�លសុវត�ិ��ពស���ប់�ស�ី�តឹមែត៦បុ៉េ���ះ។ 
មណ�ល��ំងេ��ះគឺស�ិតេ���ម��រ�គប់�គងនិង�បតិបត�ិ��ររបស់អង���រសង�មសីុវ�ល។ ម�៉ាងេទៀតរ��យ��រណ៍  
ដែដល��នចង��លប���ញ��តុ����រ��នេចញដី����រ��រសុវត�ិ��ពែត១៩ករណីបុ៉េ���ះ។ េនះ��នន័យ��េ��  
េពល ែដល �ស�ីនិងកុ��រ� និងកម�ករ�ស�ីជួប�បឈមឬរងេ���ះេ��យ��រអំេពើ ហិង� ក��ង �គួ��រ ឬអំេពើហិង�ែផ�កេលើ   
េយនឌ័រេ��កែន�ង��រ��រ ���ន លទ� ��ព េ��េ��យ ���យ ពីជន បង�េហតុេដើម�ីរក���រ��រ��យុជីវ�តរបស់ពួកេគ។ េហើយ  
ជន បង�  េ�� ែត ��ន ឱ��ស រ���ន  បន�េ�បើហិង� និងគំ��មកំែហង  ដល់ ជន រងេ���ះ ។  

❖ េយើងសេង�តេឃើញ��ន��រ អនុវត�  នី តិវ�ធីមិន�តឹម�តូវឬមិនេពញេលញ��េ�ចើន��នេកើតេឡើង។ តួ�៉�ង��នករណីមួយ  
ចំនួនធំែដល����� ធរ មូល ���ន��ន អន��� គមន៍ ឱ� �ស�ី េ��គ យល់  អត់ឱន  ផ�ល់ ឱ��សឱ� ជន បង�និងត�មូវឱ��ស�ីែកែ�ប   
ឥរ���បថខ��នេដើម�ីេចៀស��ងជេ���ះ។ 

 
ត�មូវ��រទី៣៖ ត�មូវឱ��គប់ �គឹះ ���ន េស��កំ��ន�បេង�ើតនូវ េ��ល នេ����យទប់���ត់និង�ប��ំ ង អំេពើ េបៀត េបៀន  

េកងចំេណញផ��វេភទ  និង ហិង� �គប់ រូប ��ព មក េលើ�ស�ី កម�ករនិេ��ជិត �ពម��ំងព�ងឹង�បសិទ���ពក��ង��រ   
ចុះអធិ��រ កិច���រ��រេដើម�ី����សុវត�ិ��ពសិទ�ិ��រ��រ និងេសចក�ីៃថ�ថ��ររបស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត និងត�មូវឱ�   
�គឹះ ���ន េស��កំ��ន�អនុវត���រចុះប��ីេ��េប����តិរបបសន�ិសុខសង�មស���ប់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត។ 

ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ កម�ករនិេ��ជិត���ស�ី ែដលេធ�ើ��រ��រែផ�កេស��កំ��ន�រួម��ន អ�កចេ�មៀង��មរង���ល អ�ក �៉�ស� អ�កផ�ព�ផ�យ     

���េបៀរ  ��សីុណ� និងអ�ក េរៀប បន�ប់��មផ�ះសំ��ក់ឬសណ�ា��រ�បឈមនូវ ��រ េបៀត េបៀន��ង��យ ��រ ��ប់ បង�ំ    
និង ហិង� ផ��វេភទ ពីសំ��ក់ អតិថិជន បុ៉ែន�អ�ក�គប់�គងឬេ��ែកមិន��នយកចិត�ទុក��ក់ដំេ��ះ���យេ���ពីត�មូវ  
ឱ�កម�ករ���ំទទួលយកនូវអំេពើហិង� េ��ះ ឬទទួលសំណងជួលជុលផ��វចិត�បន�ិចបន��ច េហើយ��នករណីមួយចំនួន   
មិន�តឹមែតមិនេ��ះ���យែថម��ំងប��ប់ពួកេគពី��រ��រេទៀតផង។ 

❖ វប�ធម៌ៃន��រផ�ះផ�េ����បព័ន�តុ����រ��មរយៈ��រទូ��ត់ សំណង រដ�ប�េវណីេ�� ឲ�ជន រងេ���ះ េដើម�ីបិទសំណ�ំ   
េរឿងែផ�ក�ពហ�ទណ� ��នប���ញពីកំេ��យៃន��រអនុវត�ច�ប់ និងជ�មុញឱ�អំេពើហិង�េលើ�ស�ីេកើត��ន��បន�ប���ប់។  

❖ អ�ក �គប់�គងនិង និេ��ជកខេ����មបណ�ា មជ�មណ�លឬ �គឹះ���ន កំ��ន� ����ាអូ េខមួយចំនួន ��ន ត�មូវឲ�កម�ករ 
និេ��ជិត���ស�ីេធ�ើេតស�រកេមើល����នៃផ�េ��ះ ឬ អត់ និង��ក់លក�ខណ�ឱ�រ�លូតកូនឬ�តូវបេណ�ញេចញពី��រ��រ។    
លក�ខណ�េនះមិន�តូវ��ន�ប��ស��ចំហរ��បទប���ៃផ�ក��ងេ��ះេទបុ៉ែន��តូវ��នអនុវត�េ��យសំ��ត់។ 

❖  ��រ ចុះ ប��ី េប�� ��តិរបប  សន�ិ សុខ សង�មេលើ េ���ះ���ក់��រ��រ ��រែថ ��ំសុខ ��ព និង ���ក់ េ��ធននិវត�ន៍ �តូវ��ន    
កំណត់េ��យច�ប់��រ��របុ៉ែន�និេ��ជក ក��ង វ�ស័យ េស��កំ��ន���េ�ចើនេ��មិន ��ន់��នអនុវត�េឡើយ។  

 
ត�មូវ��រទី៤៖ កំែណ ទ�មង់ មេធ�ោ��យ ដឹកជ���នកម�ករនិេ��ជិតក��ងវ�ស័យ��យនភ័ណ� ��ត់ េដរនិងេដរែស�កេជើង េ��យ  

បេង�ើតេ��លនេ����យស�ីពី��រដឹកជ���នកម�ករនិេ��ជិត េ��យកំណត់ពី��រេរៀបចំ��នដឹកជ���នែដល  
����នូវ��សុខ��ព សុវត�ិ��ព និងេសចក�ីៃថ�ថ��ររបស់កម�ករ និងព�ងឹង��រអនុវត�ច�ប់ច��ចរណ៍ឱ���ន    
�បសិទ���ពនិង��ត់វ���ន��រណ៍��ប���ន់ចំេ��ះ��នយន�ែដលេបើកបរហួសេល��នកំណត់និងមិន��ន 
�តួតពិនិត�លក�ណៈបេច�កេទស��នយន��តឹម�តូវ េដើម�ី��ត់បន�យេ���ះ���ក់ច��ចរណ៍។  

 ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ រថយន�ដឹកជ���នកម�ករនិេ��ជិតែតងែតរងេ���ះ���ក់ច��ចរ��ញឹកញយក��ងអំឡ�ងេពលេធ�ើដំេណើរ េ��យ��រែត  

រថយន�ដឹកជ���ន��គេ�ចើនគឺ���បេភទរថយន�ដឹកទំនិញ ខ�ះ��រ�តួតពិនិត�គុណ��ពលក�ណៈបេច�កេទស��នឲ�  
��ន�តឹម�តូវនិងអ�កេបើកបរ��ន��នពិ��រេ�គឿង�សវ�ងនិងេបើកេលឿនហួសកំណត់។ បែន�មេលើេនះរថយន�ដឹកជ���ន  
កម�ករ��គេ�ចើន���នកែន�ងស���ប់អង��យេឡើយ។ 

❖ េ��ង��មរ��យ��រណ៍របបេប��សន�ិសុខសង�ម��នឱ�ដឹង�� ករណីេ���ះ���ក់ច��ចរណ៍ក��ងវ�ស័យេ��ងច�ក  
��យនភ័ណ�និង��ត់េដរែស�កេជើង��នក�មិតខ�ស់��ងេគ (េលើសពី៥០%) េបើេធៀបេ��វ�ស័យដៃទ។ េបើគិត����គរយ    
�បេភទមេធ�ោ��យេធ�ើដំេណើរែដលរងេ���ះ���ក់ញឹក��ប់��ងេគគឺមូ៉តូ េ��យែឡកេ���ះ���ក់ែដលបង�េ��យ��នដឹក  



កម�ករ��ន១៤%ក��ង���ំ២០១៥និងមិនដល់១%ផងក��ង���ំ២០១៧។ បុ៉ែន�េបើគិត��តួេលខ��ក់ែស�ងេ���ះ���ក់េ��យ  
��នដឹកកម�ករ��នចំនួន៨៨០ករណីក��ង���ំ២០១៥ និង៩២ករណីក��ង���ំ២០១៧។ េ��យ��រ��ននីមួយៗដឹក   
កម�ករេ�ចើនេលើសលុប�បសិនគិត��បបំផុត�តឹម៣០��ក់ក��ងមួយ��ន េ��ះ��នន័យ��ក��ង���ំ២០១៧ ��នកម�ករ   
ចំនួន២៧៦០��ក់េ��េហើយែដលរងេ���ះ���ក់េ��យ��រេ�បើ���ស់��ន�ទុង។ រ��យ��រណ៍ក៏ប���ញផងែដរ��  
មូលេហតុចំបងៃនេ���ះ���ក់ច��ចរណ៍គឺេកើតេឡើងេ��យ��រ��រេបើកេល��នហួសកំណត់។  

 
ត�មូវ��រទី៥៖ កំណត់���ក់ឈ��លេ��លនិងព�ងឹងយន���រ��រ��រកម�ករេធ�ើ��រ��រ��មផ�ះ   និង បេង�ើត ទ�មង់កិច� សន� 

គ�មូ សំេ����រ��រ   សិទ�ិ ��រ��រនិង អត��បេ��ជន៍ របស់កម�ករ និង  ជ�មុញនិេ��ជកឱ�ចុះប��ីរបបេប����តិ 
សន�ិសុខសង�មស���ប់កម�ករ និងេស�ើ��ជរ���ភិ��លផ�ល់ស���ប័នអនុស���ILO189ស�ីពី��រ��រ��រកម�ករ 
េធ�ើ��រ��មផ�ះេដើម�ីផ�ល់��រ ��រសិទ�ិ និងផល�បេ��ជន៍របស់កម�ករក��ងនិងេ����បេទស ។ 

ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ េ��ក��ង�បេទសកម������នអ�កេធ�ើ��រ��មផ�ះចំនួន�ប��ណ២៥០០០០��ក់េហើយ��គេ�ចើន ���ស�ី។អ�កេធ�ើ��រ��មផ�ះ 

េ��មិន��ន់��នទទួល��រ��រ��រពីច�ប់ ស�ីពី��រ��រ េ��េឡើយេទក��ងេពលចប��ប�ន�េនះ។  
❖  និេ��ជក(���ស់ផ�ះ )��គ េ�ចើន មិន��ន់��នអនុវត� ��ម �ប��ស េលខ២៣៥ ចុះៃថ�ទី ២៩ ែខឧស�� ���ំ ២០១៨ របស់      

�កសួង��រ��រស�ីពីលក�ខណ���រ��រស���ប់អ�កេធ�ើ��រ��មផ�ះ ��ពិេសស�ប��រ១៣ែដល��ន ែចង អំពី     ��តព�កិច�   
 របស់ និេ��ជក ក��ង ��រ ចុះ ប��ី របប េប�� ��តិ សន�ិ សុខ សង�ម េលើ េ���ះ���ក់��រ��រ ��រែថ ��ំសុខ ��ព និង ���ក់   
 េ��ធននិវត�ន៍។ ម�៉ាងេទៀត�ប��សេលខ២៣៥េនះេ����នចំនុចខ�ះ��តមួយចំនួនេទៀតដូច�� មិន��ន់��ន   
ប���ក់ពី���ក់ែខេ��លកិច� សន� ��រ��ររ��ង���ស់ផ�ះ និង កម�ករ និងមិន��ន��ក់ប���ល នូវ��រឈប់  ស���កលំែហ  
��តុ��ព និង ស���កបុណ���តិេផ�ងៗ។  

 
ត�មូវ��រទី៦៖   ផ�ល់កិច���ំ��រសង�មដល់អ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វនិងអ�កេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�ដៃទេទៀត��មរយៈ��រផ�ល់ប័ណ� 

សមធម៌ឱ�ដល់ពួក��ត់េឡើងវ�ញ 
ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 

❖ ក��ងចេ���ះ���ំ២០១៧េ��កំឡ�ងមុនេពលេ��ះេ���ត��តិ��ន��រផ�ល់ប័ណ�សមធម៌ឲ�ដល់អ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វ 
និងអ�កេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�មួយចំនួន។ ប័ណ�សមធម៌េនះ��នសុពល��ព�តឹមរយៈេពល១���ំបុ៉េ���ះ េ��េពលែដល   
ប័ណ�ផុតសុពល��ពេ�បើ���ស់ �កុមអ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វនិងអ�កេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�មួយចំនួនមិន��ចេស�ើសំុប័ណ�ថ�ី
��នែទេ��យសំ��ង��ជីវ��ពរបស់ពួក��ត់ធូរ��រមិន�សប��មលក�ខណ�របស់កម�វ�ធីេឡើយ។ ��រអះ��ងេនះមិន  
ឆ��ះប���ំងពី���ន��ពជីវ��ពពិត���កដរបស់អ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វ េហើយក៏មិន��នេ��ងេ��េលើ លទ�ផល និងឬ    
ភស����ង ៃន��រ���វ���វវ�ទ���ស�សង�ម��មួយេឡើយ។  

❖ េ��ង��មេសចក�ី�ប��សរបស់�កសួង��រ��រស�ីពីស�័យនិេ��ត �កសួងមិន��ន��ក់ប���លអ�កលក់ដូរ��មដងផ��វ  
ចូលេ��ក��ងអ�កេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�េ��ះេទ ែដលផ��យពីខ�ឹម��អនុស���២០៤   ���ំ២០១៥របស់ILO។ 
 

ត�មូវ��រទី៧៖   ព�ងឹងយន���រ��រ��រសិទ�ិពលករចំ��ក�សុកពី��រេកង�បវ័����រ��រ ��រជួញដូរមនុស� និង ��ស��ព
សម័យទំេនើប��មមរយៈ ��រ����ឲ���ននូវ សិទ�ិ ��ន់��ប់ ឯក��រ ���ល់ ខ��នរបស់ពលករ ��របេង�ើត�បព័ន� 
�គប់�គងទិន�ន័យអំពីពលករចំ��ក�សុកែដលរួម��ន ចំនួនពលករ ��ស័យ���នកែន�ង��រ��រ និង 
ទីកែន�ង���ក់ និងបេង�ើតជ�មកសុវត�ិ��ពេដើម�ីផ�ល់��រេឆ�ើយតបប���ន់ដល់ពលករែដលជួបប��� រួម��ន 
��រផ�ត់ផ�ង់����រ កែន�ង���ក់���ស័យបេណ�ោះ��សន� និង េស���បឹក�េ��បល់ និងគួរ េរៀបចំឲ� ��ន 
 កិច�ជួប�បជំុ��មួយពលករចំ��ក�សុកមួយ���ំ២ដង។ 
 

ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ ���ន �បព័ន���យ��រណ៍ឬទទួលព័ត៌��ន និង ��រ ជួយ សេ����ះឬកិច� អន���គមន៍ េ��េពល   ែដលពលករចំ��ក�សុក   

រងេ���ះេ��យ��រអំេពើរ�េ��ភសិទ�ិមនុស� អំេពើហិង�និង ��រេបៀតេបៀនឬនិង រ�េ��ភ ផ��វ េភទ ។ 
❖ ���នយន���រឬនិង�បព័ន�  �តួ ត ពិនិត� ��ម ��ន លក�ខណ� ��រ ��រ សុខ��ព  សុវត�ិ��ព  របស់ ពលករ  ចំ��ក �សុកឲ� ��ន    

 េទៀង��ត់ �ពម��ំង���ន��រផ�ល់កិច� ��ំ ��រ សង�ម ដល់ពលករបេ�មើ��រ��រ ��ម ផ�ះេ�� េ��� �បេទស។  
❖ �ស�ីេធ�ើ��រ��រ ��មផ�ះ�តូវ ��ន ���ស់ ផ�ះ ដកហូត នូវ សិទ�ិ��ន់��ប់ឯក��រ�សបច�ប់ ដូច ��លិខិត ឆ�ង ែដន រួម ��ំង សិទ�ិ  

េ�បើ���ស់ទូរស័ព� ។ 
 
 



ត�មូវ��រទី៨៖    កំណត់���ក់ឈ��លេ��លនិង���ក់����នុេ���ះស���ប់កម�ករនិេ��ជិតក��ងវ�ស័យេទសចរណ៍  
ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 

❖ េ��យ��រែត���ន��រកំណត់���ក់ែខេ��លរបស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិតក��ងវ�ស័យេទសចរណ៍បណ�ាលឲ�និេ��ជក��េ�ចើន 
��នប���ប់តៃម�ពលកម�និងកំណត់���ក់ែខឬ ���ក់ៃថ�របស់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត��មទំេនើងចិត�។ េ��ង��មពត៌��ន   
ែដលសហជីពទទួល��នពីកម�ករអ�កសំ��តនិងេរៀបចំបន�ប់េ����មសណ�ា��រលំ��ប់���យ៥មួយចំនួនផ�ល់���ក់ែខ 
េ��លដល់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត�ប��ណ�តឹមែត ៦៥ ដល់៨៥ដុ���ែតបុ៉េ���ះ។ 

❖ កម�ករនិេ��ជិតេ��ក��ងវ�ស័យេទសចរណ៍��ត់បង់ផល�បេ��ជន៍េ��យ��រែត���នេ��ល��រណ៍កំណត់��ក់��ក់ 
អំពី��គរយៃន���ក់����នុេ���ះនិង���ន��រផ�ល់���ក់����នុេ���ះេ���គប់សណ�ា��រ។  

❖ និេ��ជកមួយចំនួនេធ�ើ��រែបងែចក���ក់����នុេ���ះ��មែត��រយល់េឃើញនិង��រសេ�មចរបស់ខ��នេ��យមិន��ន 
ពិ��ក� ឬ ប���ញយន���រ����ត�����ពៃន��រ�គប់�គងនិងែបងែចក���ក់����នុេ���ះដល់កម�ករនិេ��ជិតេទ។   
បែន�មេលើេនះនិេ��ជកមួយចំនួន��ន��ក់វ���ន��រណ៍��ត់���ក់����នុេ���ះយកេ��ទូរ��ត់ផលខូច��តពី��រេធ�ើឱ�
ែបក��ក់ស���រៈក��ងសណ�ា��រែដលបង�រេ��យកម�ករនិេ��ជិត។  
 

ត�មូវ��រទី៩៖ កំណត់���ក់ឈ��លេ��លស���ប់កម�ករនិេ��ជិតក��ងវ�ស័យសំណង់និងៃ�ពេឈើ និងជ�មុញឲ�និេ��ជកក��ង
 វ�ស័យសំណង់និងៃ�ពេឈើចុះប��ីរបបសន�ិសុខសង�មឱ��គប់កម�ករ��ំងអស់និង��ក់េចញ��ប់ៗនូវ

េសចក�ី�ប��សស�ីពី��រ��រ��រសុវត�ិ��ពកម�ករពីេ���ះ���ក់��រ��រ។ 
ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 

❖ វ�ស័យសំណង់��វ�ស័យធំទី២ប���ប់ពីវ�ស័យ��យនភ័ណ���ត់េដរនិងេដរែស�កេជើងែដលគិត�តឹម���ំ២០១៨ ��ន  
កម�ករនិេ��ជិតចំនួន�ប��ណ២៦០០០០��ក់បំេពញ��រ��រក��ងវ�ស័យសំណង់និងៃ�ពេឈើ បុ៉ែន�បច��ប�ន�េនះកម����  
មិន��ន់��នកំណត់���ក់ែខេ��ល ឬ���ក់ឈ��ល�ប��ំៃថ�អប�បរ���េ��េឡើយ េហើយ��រអនុវត���ក់ែស�ងនិេ��ជក   
ផ�ល់���ក់ឈ��ល��បដល់កម�ករនិេ��ជិត េបើេ�បៀបេធៀបេ��និង���ក់ែខេ��លរបស់កម�ករ��ត់ែដរ។  

❖ �កសួងេរៀបចំែដនដីនគរូបនីយកម�និងសំណង់ ��នផលិតនូវេសៀវេ��ែណ��ំេដើម�ីរក�សុវត�ិ��ពរបស់កម�ករសំណង់  
េ����ម��រ���ន េហើយ�កសួង��រ��រនិងបណ��ះបណ�ាលវ����ជីវៈក៏កំពុងេរៀបចំេសចក�ី�ប��សេដើម�ីត�មូវឱ�និេ��ជក  
��នវ���ន��រណ៍និងផ�ល់នូវស���រៈ��រ��រសុវត�ិ��ព�គប់���ន់ដល់កម�ករ។ បុ៉ែន���ំងកម�ករែផ�កសំណង់ក៏ដូច��ែផ�ក  
ែកៃច�េឈើេ��ែត���នស���រៈ��រ��រ�តឹម�តូវ��មស�ង់��រេដើម�ី��រ��រសុវត�ិ��ព��ង��យេ��េឡើយ េហើយ��េរឿយៗ  
ែតងែតរងេ���ះ���ក់��រ��រ។ 

❖ និេ��ជកេ��មិន��ន់អនុវត�ន៍��នេពញេលញក��ង��រចុះប��ីរបបសន�ិសុខសង�មដល់កម�ករសំណង់និងែកៃច�េឈើេ�� 
េឡើយ ដូេច�ះេ��េពលែដលកម�ករនិេ��ជកជួបេ���ះ���ក់��រ��រពួកេគមិនទទួល��នេ��ហុ៊យព���ល និង��រ   
��ំ�ទេផ�ងៗេឡើយ។  

 
ត�មូវ��រទី១០៖ ព�ងឹង��រអនុវត�ច�ប់និង�បសិទ���ពៃន��រេ��ះ���យជំេ��ះដីធ�ីែដលកំពុងេកើត��ន�បកបេ��យយុត�ិធម៌ 

និងត�����ពសំេ����រ��រសិទ�ិនិងសុវត�ិ��ពដីធ�ីរបស់កសិករ���តតូច��រ��រេស�រ��ពទីផ�ររបស់កសិករ និង  
��ក់ប���លកម�ករ���តតូចេ��ក��ងេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន�េដើម�ីទទួល��ននូវអត��បេ��ជន៍កិច���ំ��រសង�ម។ 

ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ កសិករ���តតូចកំពុងែតរងេ���ះេ��យ��រជេ���ះដីធ�ី��មួយ�កុមហុ៊នសម���នេសដ�កិច� គេ���ងអភិវឌ�ន៍ និង��រ   

ទ����នដីពីអ�ក��នអំ��ចមួយចំនួនែដលេធ�ើឱ�កសិករ��ក់��នក��ង��របង�បេង�ើនផល ���ក់ខ��នជំ��ក់បំណ�លរហូត  
�តូវចំ��ក�សុកេ��េធ�ើ��ពលករ។  

❖ កសិកម�េ��ែត���ស័យផល��មយ��ផលែដល��ចបង�បេង�ើនផល��នែតក��ងរដូវវស�េ��យ��រែតខ�ះ��ងស��កទឹក 
និង�បព័ន������ស��គប់���ន់ែដលមិន��ចឲ�កសិករេធ�ើកសិកម�េ��រដូវ���ំង��ន និងកង�ះេ��លនេ����យ��រ��រ  
េស�រ��ពទីផ�ររបស់កសិករ។ 

❖ ��ជរ���ភិ��លកម����មិន��ន់ផ�ល់ស���ប័ន និងអនុវត�ន៍��មកតិ���រស���ស�ីពីសិទ�ិកសិករអន�រ��តិែដល�តូវ��ន�កុម  
�បឹក�សិទ�ិមនុស�អង���រសហ�ប����តិអនុម័ត��លពីៃថ�ទី ១៨ ែខធ�� ���ំ២០១៨ និងមិន��ន់ទទួល���ល់��ផ��វ��រ     
ក��ង��រ��ក់ប���លកសិករ���តតូច��កម�ករេសដ�កិច�េ����បព័ន� េដើម�ីទទួល��ន��រ��ំ��រេ��យផ��វច�ប់ និងទទួល   
��នអត��បេ��ជន៍ពីេ��លនេ����យកិច���ំ��រសង�មេ��េឡើយ ។  

 
ត�មូវ��រទី១១៖ េ��យបេង�ើន��រេ��រព ��រ��រ និងេលើកស��យសិទ�ិសហជីព��មរយៈ��រេធ�ើវ�េ��ធនកម�ច�ប់សហជីព 

ប��ប់��រេ�បើ���ស់កិច�សន�ខ�ី និងេធ�ើវ�េ��ធនកម�ច�ប់ស�ីពីស��គមនិងអង���រមិនែមនរ���ភិ��ល 
�ពម��ំងប��ប់��រ េ�បើ���ស់ អំេពើហិង� េលើ �ស�ីអ�ក ��រ ��រ សិទ�ិមនុស�េដើម�ីរួម���រក�េស�រ��ពទីផ�រ��រ��រ 



ប��� ែដល��ន នឹង  កំពុង េកើត ��ន េឡើង ៖ 
❖ �ប��ណ ៨០% េ�� ៨៥% ៃនេ��ងច�កសហ���ស��នេ�បើ���ស់កិច�សន���នេថរេវ��ខ�ីេដើម�ីជួលកម�ករ 

និេ��ជិត ែដលេធ�ើឲ�កម�ករនិេ��ជិត���នសុវត�ិ��ព��រ��រ ��ត់បង់អត��បេ��ជន៍និងភ័យ���ចក��ង��រចរ��រ��មួយ   
និេ��ជកពីលក�័ណ���រ��ររបស់ខ��ន។ 

❖ �ស�ីសកម�ជនសហជីពនិង���ក់ដឹក��ំសហជីព សហព័ន�េ����មមូល���ន និង���ក់��តិ��េ�ចើនរូបក��ងវ�ស័យ��ត់េដរ   
��យយនភ័ណ�និងេដរែស�កេជើង េទសចរនិងេស��កម�។ល។ ��ននិងកំពុងែត��ប់បណ�ឹងពីបទបរ���រេករ�� និង    
បទបំផ�ិចបំ���ញេលើ�ទព�សម�ត�ិឯកជន ឬនិង �តូវ��នផ����េ��សេ��យ�បព័ន�តុ����រ ឬ ស�ិតេ��េ���ម��រ�តួត     
ពិនិត�របស់តុ����រ។ ទន�ឹមេនះែដរេយើងខ��ំ��នរកេឃើញ��៩៨��គរយៃន�ស�ីសកម�ជនដីធ�ីចំនួន៦១២��ក់ ���ប់   
រងេ���ះអំេពើហិង�ែផ�ក��យ��យ ផ��វចិត� និងេសដ�កិច� េហើយ���ន��ពេនះេកើតេឡើងេ��យ��រែត    
�����ធរមូល���ន��គេ�ចើនមិនយកចិត�ទុក��ក់បេង�ើតឱ��សឲ���គី��ក់ព័ន���នជួបពិ��ក� ែស�ងរកដំេ��ះ���យ 
សម�សបនិង��ន់េពលេវ��ែថម��ំង��នគ���មកំែហង និងេ�បើអំេពើហិង� េលើ��ង��យ និង���រតីេ��េលើ�ស�ី   
សកម�ជនសិទ�ិមនុស�ក��ងេចត������ំងមិនឲ���ន��រជួបជំុនិងេដើរក��ន េ��ទី ����រណៈេដើម�ី��ម��ររកយុត�ិធម៌ ។ 

❖ ច�ប់ស�ីពីស��គមនិងអង���រមិនែមនរ���ភិ��លក��ងទ�មង់បច��ប�ន�េនះ��នចរ�កលក�ណៈរ�តត�ិតដល់សិទ�ិេសរ���ព 
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Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation Religion King 

 
Petition Requesting Resolution of 11 Priority Problems 

to Protect Workers’ Fundamental Rights and the Labour Market 
 

On the occasion of 133rd anniversary of International Labour Day, we, as workers, communities, 
associations, trade unions and civil society organisations working for the promotion of human rights and 
labour rights, and citizens in the Kingdom of Cambodia, request the Royal Government of Cambodia, in 
particular the Ministry of Women’s Affairs, the Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training, the Ministry of 
Health, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 
Cooperation, the Commission for the Prevention of Human Trafficking, the Ministry of Land Management, 
Urban Planning and Construction, the Office of the Council of Ministers, and business groups, to continue 
efforts to respond to the needs and requirements of workers in order to eliminate all forms of gender-based 
violence, sexual exploitation, labour exploitation and modern slavery in enterprises, and adopt a policy and 
National Strategy Plan on achieving gender equality and reducing poverty in Cambodia. 

Below are the 11 (eleven) needs and proposals which we request the Royal Government of Cambodia 
to be implement as a priority: 

1: Establish nurseries in the workplace, and community-based kindergartens in every commune/sangkat. 
 
Current problems: 

 In the last fifteen years, the Government has focused on increasing availability and quality of nurseries 
in factories and ensuring their affordability. Article 186 of the Labour Law is clear in requiring 
employers with more than one hundred female workers to create a nursery in the workplace. In 
addition to this, in 2010, the Government formulated a national policy on children’s care and 
development and established a National Action Plan on Children’s Care and Development 2014-2018 
and 2019-2023. However, the implementation of these laws and policies has been limited; we have 
observed that many enterprises and establishments have not created nurseries. Moreover, a number 
of nurseries that have been created do not have controlling standards, or enough materials for 
children, meaning that workers do not have confidence to leave their children there. 

 Childcare services in private nurseries are expensive and disproportionate to workers’ monthly wage 
rates. According to 2019 research, private nurseries cost on average $250 per month, not including 
costs for food, clothing, or additional expenses. Based on this, female workers in factories and 
enterprises or the informal economy with lower -or middle- income status are unable to place their 
children in private nurseries.   

 Due to livelihood needs, millions of women look for work in factories and enterprises or sell goods 
along the street, and they encounter significant problems because of the traditional cultural 
expectation’s Cambodian society places on women to care for children and elderly parents. Many 
women workers who migrate overseas are forced to leave their children in the care of elderly relatives 
in their home districts or must decide to stop working to care for their children. A number of women 
street-vendors are forced to put their children in pushcarts or carry them as they walk. These are not 
good options and pose a risk to the safety, health and growth of children, as well as mothers’ 
psychological health, but the alternative is that women lose the opportunity to develop their career 
and/or income. 

 
 

 



2. Establish a one-stop service centre for victims of domestic violence, including the provision of 

psychological counselling, legal support, physical treatment, a safe shelter and the protection of victims and 
their children’s security; establish a telephone reporting service; and the create an education and 
rehabilitation centre for perpetrators of violence.     
 
Current problems: 

 Rates of violence perpetrated against women and children are worryingly high, in particular incidents 
involving the physical and mental health and safety of women and children. According to 2014 
research about the experiences and health of women, “one in every five women or girls between the 
ages of 14 and 64 experienced or were subject to one or more categories of violence from their partner 
at least once in their life during the period of the study.” According to data included by the Government 
in its Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) report 
submitted to the Committee for the Supervision and Implementation of the CEDAW Convention in 
2019, Cambodia has only six safe shelters for women. These centres are under the management and 
operation of civil society organisations. This means that when women and children and women 
workers are facing or are subject to domestic violence or gender-based violence in the workplace, it 
is extremely difficult to create distance from the perpetrator to protect themselves and perpetrators 
still have the opportunity to continue inflicting violence and threats upon the victim.  

 We have observed that there is widespread improper or incomplete implementation of official 
procedure.  There have been a number of cases where local authorities have intervened only to 
encourage women to understand, tolerate, and give another chance to the perpetrator, requiring 
women to change their attitude to avoid conflict, rather than bringing the perpetrator to justice.   

 
3. Require all entertainment service establishments to establish policies for the prevention of harassment, 

sexual exploitation and all forms of violence against women workers; strengthen the capabilities of labour 
inspection to guarantee the security of the labour rights and dignity of workers; and require entertainment 
service establishments to register workers with the National Social Security Fund.  
 
Current problems: 

 Women workers in the entertainment service sectors, including bar singers, masseuses, beer and 
casino promoters and guesthouse and hotel cleaners, face physical harassment, exaction and sexual 
violence from customers. However, management or bosses do not implement solutions, rather, 

require workers to accept the violence or accept some small compensation. There have been a 
number of cases where not only is there no resolution, but women victims are terminated from work. 

 The culture of reconciliation outside of court processes, through payment of civil compensation to the 
victim to settle the criminal case, shows the inefficacy of legal implementation and promotes further 
violence against women.   

 Management and employers at a number of karaoke entertainment centres or other establishments 
have required female workers to take tests to find if they are pregnant or not, demanding abortion or 
dismissal in the case of pregnancy. This practice is never declared as an internal regulation but is 
implemented unofficially.  

 Registration with the National Social Security Fund for workplace accidents, treatment and pensions 
is required by the Labour Law. However, many employers in the entertainment service sector have 
not implemented this. 

 
 

 



4. Reform the methods of transporting workers in the textile, garment and footwear sectors by establishing 

a policy on transporting workers which determines standards for transport vehicles; guarantee the health, 
safety and dignity of workers; reduce traffic accidents by strengthening effective implementation of the 
Traffic Law; and take urgent measures to prevent vehicles from travelling over the speed limit or not 
conforming to controlling vehicle technical specifications.   

 
      Current problems: 

 Vehicles transporting workers are regularly involved in traffic accidents during journeys, either 
because the trucks used for transportation lack proper vehicle quality control or because drivers are 
intoxicated or exceed the speed limit. Additionally, many of the vehicles transporting workers do not 
have room for passengers to sit down; instead workers stand in open trucks. 

 According to a National Social Security Fund report, traffic accidents in the textile, garment and 
footwear sectors occur 50% more frequently than in other sectors. The most common type of accident 
by percentage is motorbikes, whilst traffic accidents caused by trucks transporting workers accounted 
for 14% of accidents in 2015 and less than 1% in 2017. However, the number of accidents involving 
trucks transporting workers was 880 in 2015 and 92 in 2017. Because each truck is transporting many 
workers, with 30 people at the very least per vehicle, this means that in 2017 2760 workers were 
victims of traffic accidents. The report also showed that the primary reason for traffic accidents was 
speeding.  

 
5. Set a minimum wage and strengthen protection mechanisms for domestic workers, including by creating 

a model contract for protecting the labour rights and benefits of workers; urge employers of domestic 
workers to register domestic workers with the National Social Security Fund; and ratify ILO Convention No. 
189 on the Protection of Domestic Workers to protect the rights and benefits of domestic workers inside 

and outside Cambodia. 
 
Current problems: 

 In Cambodia there are approximately 250,000 domestic workers and many are women. Domestic 
workers still do not receive protection under the Labour Law. 

 Many employers (house owners) have not implemented Prakas No. 235, dated 29 May 2018 from the 
Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training, on Working Conditions for Domestic Workers, especially 
Article 13 which states the duties of employers in registering domestic workers with the National 
Social Security Fund for workplace accidents, healthcare and pensions. 

 Prakas No. 235 on Working Conditions for Domestic Workers has a number of shortcomings, including 
lack of confirmation about minimum wage, employment contracts between the house owner and the 
worker, maternity leave and national holiday leave.  

 
6. Provide social protection for street vendors and workers in the informal economy by providing them with 

valid equity cards.  
 
Current problems: 

 In 2017, during the period before the national elections, a number of street vendors and workers in 
the informal economy were provided with equity cards. These equity cards had a validity of one year 
and when they expired, the street vendors-sellers and workers in the informal economy could not 
request new cards, the reason being that their living standards did not fulfil the conditions of the 
program. This reason did not reflect the reality of street’ vendors’ lives and does not refer to the 
results and/or evidence of any investigation.   



 According to the Prakas on Self-Employed Persons from the Ministry of Labour, the Ministry does not 
countstreet vendors as members of the informal economy, in contravention of the contents of ILO 
Convention No. 204.   

 
7. Strengthen protection mechanisms for migrant workers from labour exploitation, human trafficking and 

slavery; modernise through ensuring workers’ rights to hold personal documents; establish data 
management systems to document migrant workers, including the number of workers, addresses of 
workplaces and residences; establish a safety shelter to provide immediate care to workers who experience 
problems, including provision of food, temporary accommodation and counselling services; organise a 
meeting  with migrant workers every year.   
 
Current problems: 

 There is no system for reporting or receiving information from migrant workers, let alone rescue or 
intervention when migrant workers suffer human rights violations, violence, harassment or sexual 
abuse. 

 There are no mechanisms and/or systems for supervising the working conditions or health and safety 
of migrant workers, and there is no provision of social protection to domestic workers overseas. 

 House owners deprive women domestic migrant workers of their right under the law to hold identity 
documents such as passports, as well as their right to communicate with people over the phone. 

8. Set a minimum wage and gratuities for workers in the tourism sector. 

 
Current problems: 

 Because there is no set monthly minimum wage for workers in the tourism sector, many employers 
provide low pay and set arbitrary monthly or daily wages. According to information received by trade 
unions from cleaners in a number of five-star hotels, a number of employers provide a basic wage of 
approximately $65 to $85 per month.   

 Workers in the tourism sector have lost benefits because of the lack of a specific policy on service 
charges, with these allowances not provided in every hotel.  

 A number of employers divide gratuities based on their own understanding and decisions without a 
transparent mechanism of managing and dividing gratuities to employees. In addition to this, a 
number of employers have imposed a measure of deducting tips as compensation for damage to hotel 
property caused by the worker. 

 
9. Set a minimum wage for workers in the construction and forestry sectors; urge employers in those sectors 

to register all workers with the National Social Security Fund; and promptly issue a Prakas on the protection 
of workers from workplace accidents.  
 
Current problems: 

 The construction sector is the second largest in Cambodia after the textile, garment and footwear 
sectors. In 2018, there were approximately 260,000 workers in the construction and forestry sectors. 
However, Cambodia has still not yet set a minimum monthly or daily wage for this sector and the 
effect is that employers provide low wages to workers in comparison to garment workers.  

 The Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction has produced a manual to guide 
employers in keeping construction workers safe at work and the Ministry of Labour and Vocational 
Training is preparing a Prakas to require employers to take measures to provide sufficient protective 
safety materials to workers. However, both construction and building material workers remain 
without proper protective safety equipment to protect their physical safety and are often victims of 
workplace accidents.  



 Employers have still not fully implemented registration of construction and woodworkers with the 
National Social Security Fund (NSSF). Therefore, when workers suffer workplace accidents, they do 
not receive treatment costs and other support.  

 
10. Strengthen implementation of the law and the efficiency of just and transparent resolutions for current 

land disputes to protect the land rights and security of small farmers; protect the stability of farmers’ 
markets; and include small farmers in the informal economy to receive social protection benefits.   
 
Current problems: 

 Small farmers are currently suffering the effects of land disputes with companies that have been 
granted economic land concessions, development projects and land grabbing from a number of 
powerful people, causing farmers to fail in cultivation of crops, fall into debt and migrate overseas for 
work.   

 Agriculture is still dependent on the fact that crops can only be harvested in the rainy season due to a 
lack of sufficient reservoirs and irrigation systems, preventing farmers from working in the dry season. 
Additionally, there is a lack of policy to protect the stability of farmers’ markets.  

 The Royal Government of Cambodia has still not ratified and implemented the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas adopted by  the United 
Nations General Assembly  on 18 December 2018 and has not officially recognised the inclusion of 
small farmers in the informal economy to receive legal support and benefits from social protection 
policies.   

 
11. Increase the respect, protection and promotion of trade union rights through amendments to the Law 

on Trade Unions; end the use of short-term contracts; amend the Law on Associations and Non-
Governmental Organisations; and end violence against women and human rights defenders to consolidate 
labour market stability. 
 
Current problems: 

 Approximately 80% to 85% of factories engage workers on short-term contracts, which means workers 
lack job security, lose benefits, and are fearful of negotiating working conditions with their employer. 

 Local, federation and national female trade union activists and leaders in the garment, textile and 
footwear, tourism, service, etc., sectors have had complaints of defamation and criminal destruction 
of private property taken out against them, and/or have been convicted by the judicial system or are 
still under investigation by the court. 98% of 692 land activists have been subject to physical, mental 
and economic violence and this situation occurs because many local authorities do not focus on 
creating opportunities for relevant parties to meet to discuss and find appropriate and timely solutions 
to land disputes, even threatening and using violence against the physical welfare and dignity of 
women human rights activists with the intention of blocking public marches to demand justice.  

 The Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organisations restricts the fundamental freedoms of 
workers, including the right to establish an organisation or association, particularly under Article 6, 
Article 8, Article 24 and Article 25.  

 The Law on Trade Unions in its current form restricts the fundamental rights and freedoms of workers 
and trade unions, imposing mandatory and burdensome registration requirements and broad grounds 
for the denial of registration, which fail to comply with international standards on Freedom of 
Association, particularly under Article 14, Article 15, Article 17 and Article 54 and the Prakas and 
Annexes imposed on unions regarding registering trade unions and representation rights.   

 


